
The 24th edition of EUROPEAN SHOOTING STARS, EFP ś oldest and most prestigious 
initiative to promote European acting talent, will take place digitally from 23 to 25 February 
2021. For the first time, EFP will present the following ten promising European actors and 
actresses, selected by an international jury, to the film industry, public and international 
press as part of a three-day online programme.
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Seidi Haarla was born in Kirkkonummi, Finland and 
now lives in Turku on the country’s southwest coast. 
Her acting career started in 2004 with performances 
on stage at the Helsinki Student Theater. Her formal 
training in acting begun in 2005 with one semester at 
the Russian State Theater Academy in Saint Petersburg. 
She completed a Master of Arts (Theatre and Drama) 
in 2015 at the Art University of Helsinki. In 2018, she 
starred in Love & Order, which won Finland’s Best TV 
Series Award. She played the leading role in the omnibus 
film, Force Of Habit (2019), which was nominated for 
the Finnish Academy Awards (Jussi Awards) as Best 

Finland
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Seidi 
Haarla

nominated by
Finnish Film Foundation

contact
Aamu Filmcompany Ltd 
Finland
+358 40 7355 977
rantamaki@aamufilmcompany.fi
www.aamufilmcompany.fi

age
36 years

 
jury’s comment 
”In her first 
leading role, Seidi 
Haarla gives an 
intuitive, honest 
and understated 
performance that 
is imbued with a 
compelling sense 
of gravity. Her 
quiet intensity and 
forthright openness 
draw us in, slowly 
but surely, as her 
character awakens. 
She exudes self-
confidence without 
ever sacrificing 
subtlety, bringing 
a deep intensity to 
her portrayal of the 
character.”

   watch showreel

https://www.aamufilmcompany.fi/
https://vimeo.com/475301143/d9ff60a4d5
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Finnish Film. Most recently, she was cast as the lead 
in Compartment No 6 by Juho Kuosmanen, whose 
previous film, The Happiest Day In The Life Of Olli 
Mäki, which premiered and won the selection’s main 
award in Un Certain Regard at the Cannes Film Festival. 
Compartement No 6 is in post-production and will 
premiere in 2021. Seidi has also co-written and acted 
in the critically acclaimed autofictive theater plays 
The Trauma Body (2014) and New Childhood (2020). 
From parenthood to midwinter ice swimming Seidi is 
both grounded and inspired in her exploration and 
unearthing of belongings, childhoods and feminisms.
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Seidi Haarla  
Finland 

selected films
COMPARTMENT NO 6
(Hytti nro 6)
by Juho Kuosmanen
Finland, Estonia, Germany, 
Russian Federation 2021

FORCE OF HABIT 
(Tottumiskysymys) 
by Elli Toivoniemi, Kirsikka 
Saari, Anna Paavilainen, 
Alli Haapasalo, 
Reetta Aalto, Jenni 
Toivoniemi, Miia Tervo 
Finland 2019

LOVE & ORDER 
(Myrskyn jälkeen) 
by Leea Klemola 
Finland 2017

request film link

FORCE OF HABIT

mailto:mailto:elsheshai%40efp-online.com?subject=request%20film%20link%20FORCE%20OF%20HABIT
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A young Finnish woman escapes an enigmatic love  
affair in Moscow by boarding a train destined for the  
arctic port of Murmansk. She is forced to share the  
long ride and Compartment, a tiny sleeping car, 
with a rough Russian miner. The unexpected encounter 
leads the occupants of Compartment to face the 
truth about their own loneliness and yearning for  
human connection. Adapted from the novel of the 
same name by Finnish author Rosa Liksom, the 
film is being sold by Totem Films, an all-female run 
company in Paris, with release planned for 2021.

upcoming film 
COMPARTMENT NO 6

film for nomination
COMPARTMENT NO 6 

year 
2021

status
to be released

director 
Juho Kuosmanen
 

screenplay
Livia Ulman
Andris Feldmanis
 

producer
Aamu Film Company
Amrion Productions
Achtung Panda!
CTB Film Company

Seidi Haarla  
Finland 

 Back to overview
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Born and raised in a small town in Limousin, Nicolas  
Maury trained at the National Conservatory of Dramatic 
Art in Paris. Since then, he has successfully built his 
acting  career with extensive roles on both stage and 
screen. In the theater, he has worked with renowned 
directors such as Daniel Mesguich, Robert Cantarella, 
Florence Giorgetti and Catherine Hiegel. On the film 
side, he is a devotee of auteur cinema and has been 
cast in roles by acclaimed directors such as Patrice 
Chéreau (Those Who Love Me Will Take  The Train), 
Philippe Garrel (Everyday Lovers and A Burning Hot 
Summer), Olivier Assayas (Paris Je T’aime), Rebecca 

France
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Nicolas 
Maury

nominated by
UniFrance

contact
Zelig
+33 1 4478 8110
zelig@zelig-fr.com
www.zelig-fr.com 

age
40 years

jury’s comment 
”Nicolas Maury  
gives an outstanding 
performance that 
emphasises his  
star quality in this 
bittersweet comedy, 
which he also directed. 
With a tender, soul-
searching vulnerability 
to his work, and with 
quietly powerful and 
courageous moments 
of self-examination, 
he welcomes us with 
open arms into his 
determined search 
to find his rightful 
place in the world.”

http://zelig-fr.com/
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selected films
MY BEST PART 
(Garçon Chiffon)
by Nicolas Maury
France 2020

KNIFE + HEART 
(Un Couteau Dans 
Le Coeur) 
by Yann Gonzalez 
France 2018

LET MY PEOPLE GO 
by Mikael Buch 
France 2011

Zlotowski (Dear Prudence and Planetarium), Valéria 
Bruni Tedeschi (A Castle In Italy), Riad Sattouf (The 
French Kissers and Jacky Au Royaume Des Filles). His 
leading role in Mikael Buch’s burlesque comedy, Let My 
People Go!, earned him a César nomination as ‘Most 
Promising Actor’ in 2011. His audience breakthough 
came with his role in Hervé André-Jezak’s series Call 
My Agent in 2015. He was  cast in two films by Yann 
Gonzalez – You And The Night (2013) and Knife+Heart 
(2018) – both of which were subsequently selected  
to premiere at the Cannes Film Festival, and in Pascal 
Bonitzer’s Les Amis De Amis in 2019. In 2020, he 
directed his first feature film, My Best Part.  He also 
takes on acting duties in a leading role in the film, 
alongside Nathalie Baye, Jean-Marc Barr and Laurent 
Capelluto.

Nicolas Maury  
France 

MY BEST PART 

request film link 

mailto:mailto:elsheshai%40efp-online.com?subject=request%20film%20link%20MY%20BEST%20PART
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Jeremie, in his thirties, is a working actor and thrilled  
about an upcoming role in a film which will be shot  
over the summer. Until, that is, he learns the director 
has recast the role with another, more “appropriate”  
actor. Wallowing in his disappointment, Jeremie  
proceeds to sabotage his relationship with his long-
suffering boyfriend, Albert, accusing him of having an 
affair with a colleague at his veterinarian practice.  
That’s the last straw for Albert, who wants out of the 
relationship. At his breaking point, Jeremie deserts  
Paris and heads home to the town in Limousin where  
he was born and the home where his mother, Bernadette, 
still lives. There he tries to find his way with the “help” of  
his supportive but intrusive mother and her attractive – 
if decidedly hetererosexual –new assistant.

recent film 
MY BEST PART

film for nomination
MY BEST PART 

year
2020

status
released 2020

director 
Nicolas Maury
 

screenplay
Nicolas Maury
Sophie Fillières
Maud Ameline 

producer
Charles Gillibert

Nicolas Maury  
France 

 Back to overview
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Albrecht Schuch, born in Jena, Germany, attended the 
University of Music and Theatre ‘Felix Mendelssohn 
Bartholdy’ from 2006 to 2010. From this point on, his 
career took off as he was quickly cast in the lead role as 
‘Alexander von Humboldt‘ in the film adaptation of the 
bestseller, Measuring The World. Soon after, he landed 
an enviable role in the first part of the NSU trilogy,  
Die Täter – Heute  Ist Nicht Alle Tage, for which he 
received the prestigious ‘Grimme Award’. He was soon 
cast as the lead in the adapted mini-series, Gladbeck  
by Kilian Riedhoff, for which he received the German 
Television Award as ‘Best Actor’.  In 2018, Albrecht 

Germany
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Albrecht 
Schuch

nominated by
German Films

contact
Agentur Lambsdorff
+49 89 3079 86 00
info@agentur-lambsdorff.de
agentur-lambsdorff.de

age
35 years

 
jury’s comment
”With a wide emotional 
range, and outsized 
talent to match, 
Albrecht Schuch is one 
of Germany’s most 
exciting rising talents. 
He brings a clear 
willingness to push 
himself to the limit, 
and beyond, always 
making excellent use 
of a formidable set 
of skills and artistry 
to bring challenging 
characters to the 
screen.”

   watch showreel

https://agentur-lambsdorff.de/
https://agentur-lambsdorff.com/schauspieler/albrecht-abraham-schuch/video/
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could be seen in Christian Schwochow’s highly 
acclaimed mini-series, Bad Banks, with his 
performance garnering the ‘Best Supporting Actor’ 
award handed out by the German Academy of 
Television. His next lead role – in the film adaptation  
of Kruso – won him both the German Television Award 
as ‘Best Actor’ and the Golden Camera as ‘Best German 
Actor’. His standout leading performance in Nora 
Fingscheidt’s System Crasher (Berlinale Silver Bear 
2019) and in a supporting role in Burhan Qurbani’s 
Berlin Alexanderplatz won him ‘German Film Awards’ 
in the two main acting categories in the same year –  
a first time feat for a German actor.  His upcoming 
projects include Fabian directed by Dominik Graf, 
Lieber Thomas by Andreas Kleinert and Schachnovelle 
by Philipp Stölz. He is currently in production on the 
SKY TV series, Paradiso, by David Dietl and Barbara 
Albert. 
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Albrecht Schuch  
Germany 

selected films
FABIAN – GOING 
TO THE DOGS 
(Fabian – Der Gang 
vor die Hunde)
by Dominik Graf
Germany 2021

BERLIN 
ALEXANDERPLATZ 
(Berlin Alexanderplatz) 
by Burhan Qurbani 
Germany, The 
Netherlands 2020

SYSTEM CRASHER 
(Systemsprenger) 
by Nora Fingscheidt  
Germany 2019

BERLIN 
ALEXANDERPLATZ

request film link

SYSTEM CRASHER

mailto:%20elsheshai%40efp-online.com?subject=request%20film%20links%20BERLIN%20ALEXANDERPLATZ%20und%20SYSTEM%20CRASHER
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Fabian (Tom Schilling), Germanist and copywriter,  
drifts through Berlin in the late twenties. During the  
day he works in the advertising department of a cigarette 
factory, at night he drifts with college friend Labude 
(Albrecht Schuch) through underground pubs, brothels 
and artist studios. Against the background of a society 
that is increasingly divided between Communists and 
National Socialists, Labude dreams of a class revolution, 
but Fabian observes the political events in a fatalistic  
and ironic way. When Fabian meets the self-confident 
Cornelia (Saskia Rosendahl) in an artist’s studio, he  
falls hopelessly in love and blossoms. But then Fabian  
also falls victim to the wave of layoffs and loses his job –  
while Cornelia makes a career as an actress. 

upcoming film
FABIAN – GOING TO THE DOGS

film for nomination
FABIAN – GOING 
TO THE DOGS 

year
2021

status
in production

director 
Dominik Graf
 

screenplay
Dominik Graf
 

producer
Felix von Boehm

Albrecht Schuch  
Germany 
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 Back to overview
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Natasa Stork, born in Budapest, has spent her acting  
career with one foot firmly placed in the theater world 
and one in film. After completing her studies at the 
University of Theatre and Film Arts in 2008, she joined 
the Hungarian National Theatre Company. During her 
two years with  the classical theater company, she 
continued to act in independent, experimental work 
both on stage and screen. In 2010, Natasa was granted a 
one-year EU Scholarship to study dance in Amsterdam, 
another of her passions. She followed this up with 
performances on stage for innovative companies such  
as Krétakör led by Árpád Schilling and Kornél 

Hungary
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Natasa 
Stork

nominated by
National Film 
Institute Hungary

contact
National Film 
Institute Hungary
+36 1- 461 1351
nfi@nfi.hu
www.nfi.hu/en 

age
37 years

jury’s comment
”Natasa Stork is an 
intoxicating and 
enigmatic presence 
in the film, displaying 
remarkable aplomb 
for an actor taking 
on her first lead role 
in a feature film. 
Her elegance and 
sense of mystery 
underscore the film’s 
noirish elements, as 
she creates a striking 
and layered character 
which attests to her 
great potential as an 
actor.”

   request showreel

https://nfi.hu/en
mailto:elsheshai%40efp-online.com?subject=request%20showreel
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Mundruczó’s Proton Theater as well as in international 
theater projects including One Land  Many Faces 
(Carreau Du Tample, Paris, 2015), The Impossible 
Vastness (Hamburg, 2017), and  Die Unscheinbaren 
(Luzerner Theater, Luzern, 2019). Parrallel to her 
on-going theatre work, Natasa was cast in Heavenly 
Shift (by  Márk Bodzsár, 2013) which was awarded 
Best Film at the International Film Festival Porto and in 
2014, in White God (by Kornél Mundruczó) which won 
the main prize in Un Certain Regard that same year. In 
2020, she was cast in her first leading role in a feature 
film, Lili Horvát’s Preparations To Be Together For  
An Unknown Period Of Time. The film has won top 
awards at several international film festivals and her 
performance received ‘Best Actress’ awards at  
the Antalya Golden Orange Film Festival, the Les  
Arcs Film Festival and the Valladolid International  
Film Festival.
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Natasa Stork  
Hungary 

selected films
ICE CREAM COULD 
BE DANGEROUS 
(working title) 
(Veszélyes lehet a fagyi
by Fanni Szilágyi
Hungary 2021

PREPARATIONS 
TO BE TOGETHER 
FOR AN UNKNOWN 
PERIOD OF TIME 
(Felkészülés 
meghatározatlan ideig 
tartó együttlétre) 
by Lili Horvát
Hungary 2020

HEAVENLY SHIFT 
(Isteni műszak) 
by Márk Bodzsár 
Hungary 2013

request film link

PREPARATIONS TO BE  
TOGETHER FOR AN 
UNKNOWN PERIOD  
OF TIME

mailto:%20elsheshai%40efp-online.com?subject=request%20film%20link%20PREPARATIONS%20TO%20BE%20TOGETHER%20%E2%80%A6
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Márta Vizy is a neurosurgeon, single and childless and 
approaching 40. Her extended residency in the U.S. has 
been good for her, but she chooses to leave it all behind 
when a chance encounter at a conference leads her to  
fall quite suddenly and unexpectedly in love. She heads 
back home to Hungary, where she and her new love, 
János, have arranged a rendezvous at the Liberty Bridge. 
But she waits in vain as he never shows up. Márta  
begins a desperate search for him, and when she finally 
finds him, the love of her life claims that they have never  
met before.

recent film
PREPARATIONS TO BE TOGETHER  
FOR AN UNKNOWN PERIOD OF TIME

film for nomination
PREPARATIONS 
TO BE TOGETHER 
FOR AN UNKNOWN 
PERIOD OF TIME 

year
2020

status
completed

director 
Lili Horvát
 

screenplay
Lili Horvát
 

producer
Lili Horvát
Dóra Csernátony
Peter Miskolczi
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Natasa Stork  
Hungary 

 Back to overview
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Born in Dublin, Fionn O’Shea first captured the industry’s 
attention at 11 years old when he starred in Steph  
Green’s 2009 short New Boy, which was nominated for an 
Academy Award. Fionn, one of Screen Internationals ‘Stars 
of Tomorrow’ 2017 has carefully chosen roles in critically 
acclaimed projects and continues to position himself as 
one of the industry’s most exciting young actors. In 2016, 
Fionn took on his first leading role in a feature, opposite 
Andrew Scott in John Butler’s highly commended 
Handsome Devil, for which his performance received two 
Irish Film & Television Award nominations, ‘Best Actor’  
and ‘Rising Star’. Most recently he has starred in the lead 

Ireland
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Fionn
O’Shea

nominated by
Screen Ireland
Fís Éireann

contact
Lorraine Brennan 
Management
+353 1 453 4355
info@LBMactors.com
www.lbmactors.com

age
25 years

jury’s comment
”Fionn O’Shea’s acting 
is transformative. It’s 
clear that he has a large, 
well-stocked toolbox 
from which to draw in 
creating his characters, 
and that he knows how 
to use those tools in 
an adept and creative 
way. His work in the 
film has an ebullience 
and winsome charm, 
yet, at the same time, 
misery and rage are 
always bubbling just 
below the surface: this 
emotional agility is what 
gives his performance 
such a strong sense of 
artistry.”

   watch showreel

www.lbmactors.com
https://vimeo.com/480737383/b2ddc9dfc4
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Fionn O’Shea  
Ireland 

selected films
NORMAL PEOPLE 
(Normal People)
by Lenny Abrahamson
Ireland 2020

DATING AMBER 
(Dating Amber)
by David Freyne
Ireland 2020

HANDSOME DEVIL 
(Handsome Devil)
 by John Butler 
Ireland 2016

role of ‘Eddie’ in critically acclaimed Datin Amber,  
written and directed by David Freyne, as well as ‘Jamie’  
in Lenny Abrahamson’s adaptation of Normal People  
for Bbc / Hulu. Fionn has just wrapped on Nathalie 
Biancheri’s Wolf with George MacKay and Lily-Rose  
Depp, and will next appear in Cherry, directed by The 
Russo Brothers and starring Tom Holland, which is  
slated for release early 2021. He has also appeared in  
films such as The Siege Of Jadotville alongside Jamie 
Dornan, and The Aftermath, starring Keira Knightley.

DATING AMBER 

request film link

mailto:%20elsheshai%40efp-online.com?subject=request%20film%20link%20DATING%20AMBER
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Dating Amber is a hilarious comedy set in Ireland  
in the mid-90s. In a small country town, anxious  
Eddie and his more assured schoolmate, Amber, decide  
to stage a relationship with the hope of stopping  
everyone from speculating about their sexuality. Eddie  
is keen to follow his Dad into the military, while  
Amber dreams of moving to the liberal hub of London.  
Their ‘ideal’ arrangement begins to fall apart, forcing  
Eddie deeper into denial as Amber realises that  
a perilous future awaits Eddie unless she intervenes.  
A coming out and coming-of-age comedy crafted with 
style, salty, laugh-out-loud wit and emotional honesty.

recent film
DATING AMBER

film for nomination
DATING AMBER 

year
2020

status
completed

director 
David Freyne
 

screenplay
David Freyne
 

producer
Rachael O’Kane 
John Keville
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Fionn O’Shea  
Ireland 

 Back to overview
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Žygimantė Elena Jakštaitė, born in Kaunas, Lithuania,  
has captured the attention of the industry and public as  
an exciting, emerging acting talent on the stage and  
screen in Lithuania. She studied acting at the Lithuanian 
Academy of Music and Theatre, and is a skilled musician  
on the violin as well as a trained singer (mezzo-soprano). 
On stage, Žygimantė’s theatre credits are noteable, 
exceeding more than 20 roles, including Durys (Jo 
Strogmen, Norway) at the National Theatre of Lithuania  
and Vestuvės (Oskaras Koršunovas, Lithuania) at  
the Vilnius City Theatre. After firmly establishing her  
credentials in the theater world, Žygimantė leaped 

Lithuania
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Žygimant  Elena 
Jakštait

nominated by
Lithuanian Film Centre

contact
M-Films
+370 601 07802
marija@m-films.lt
www.m-films.lt

age
27 years

jury’s comment
”With her first leading 
role in a feature film, 
Elena proves a force of 
nature, full of passion 
and raw energy that 
virtually leaps off the 
screen. Supremely 
self-confident in her 
performance, she 
clearly went ”all in” 
with a bold and urgent 
approach, creating  
an impactful character 
and memorable 
performance.”

   request showreel

www.m-films.lt
www.m-films.lt
mailto:elsheshai%40efp-online.com?subject=request%20showreel%20Zygimante%20Elena
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enthusiastically into a parallel career in film in 2017,  
which was launched with supporting roles in both short 
and feature films. She recently won her first leading  
role in the upcoming Lithuanian – Czech feature co-
production, Runner by Andrius Blaževičius. Blaževičius’ 
previous film, The Saint, was nominated in eleven 
categories for the Lithuanian Film Awards, winning  
in six, and has won jury awards at various prestigious  
film festivals around the globe. Runner will be  
released in 2021. 
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selected films
RUNNER 
(Bėgikė) 
by Andrius Blaževičius
Lithuania, Czech 
Republic 2021

PILIGRIMS 
(Piligrimai)
by Laurynas Bareisa
Lithuania 2021

YANA 
(Yana) 
by Saulė Bliuvaitė
Lithuania 2017 

Žygimant   
Elena Jakštait  
Lithuania 

RUNNER

request film link

mailto:%20elsheshai%40efp-online.com?subject=request%20film%20link%20RUNNER
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After her boyfriend Vytas has a psychotic episode 
and disappears, Maria goes on a frantic search to find  
him. Armed with patience and love, she madly chases 
random clues throughout the city in her driven 
search. Always one step behind, and against all odds,  
Maria’s laser focused hunt to find Vytas will drive  
her forward, as she fights for both love and freedom.

upcoming film
RUNNER

film for nomination
RUNNER 

year
2021

status
completed

director 
Andrius Blaževičius
 

screenplay
Marija Kavtaradzė 
Teklė Kavtaradzė 
Andrius Blaževičius
 

producer
Marija Razgutė
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Elena Jakštait  
Lithuania 

 Back to overview
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Martijn Lakemeier has the distinction of being the  
youngest winner of a Golden Calf Award for ‘Best Actor’.  
He received the prestigious ‘Dutch film award’ for his  
acting debut in Winter In Wartime (Shortlist Academy 
Award Best Foreign Language Film, 2010). For the same 
role, he also won the ‘Dutch audience award’ (Rembrandt 
Award). Since then, Martijn has landed roles in several 
successful Dutch films and TV series, such as the multiple 
award-winning The Marathon (2012), The Secrets Of 
Barslet (2012), It’s All So Quiet (2013), Ventoux (2015),  
Yes I Do (2015), Adios Amigos (2016) and Skógafoss  
(2017). In The Netherlands, he is well-known for his role 

The  
Netherlands
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Martijn
Lakemeier

nominated by
SEE NL (The Netherlands)

contact
No19 Talent Management
+31 6 2904 29 86
info@nummer19.nl
www.nummer19.nl/home 

age
27 years

jury’s comment
”With an emotionally 
captivating 
performance, Martijn 
Lakemeier projects a 
stoic sensitivity which 
the camera loves. 
His strong, evocative 
presence creates a 
sense of accessibility 
that always feels 
somehow familiar and 
immediate to  
us. Honest, focused  
and understated in 
his approach, every 
acting choice he  
makes is in service to 
the story, instilling his 
character with an  
intense vulnerability  
and audacious courage 
at the same time.”

   request showreel

www.nummer19.nl/home
mailto:elsheshai%40efp-online.com?subject=request%20showreel%20Martijn%20Lakemeier
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in the most critically acclaimed Dutch TV series in  
years, Dutch Hope, which won the Golden Calf for  
Best TV Series and was the Dutch  entry for the 
International Emmy Awards in 2015. He played in  
the French film Tout Là-Haut opposite French star  
Kev Adams and had a guest role on the web-series 
Blackpills, produced by Bryan Singer and Luc  
Besson, and directed by Mateo Guez. Next  
up is Doodstil, directed by Willem Gerritsen and  
The East directed by Jim Taihuttu, in which he is  
cast in the lead opposite Marwan Kenzari.
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Martijn Lakemeier  
The Netherlands 

selected films
THE EAST 
(De Oost) 
by Jim Taihuttu
The Netherlands, Belgium, 
Indonesia 2021

HOLLANDS HOPE 
(Hollands Hoop) 
by Dana Nechushtan
The Netherlands 2014

WINTER IN WARTIME 
(Oorlogswinter) 
by Martin Koolhoven 
The Netherlands,        
Belgium 2008

THE EAST

request film link

mailto:elsheshai%40efp-online.com?subject=request%20film%20link%20THE%20EAST
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During the Indonesian War of Independence, a young 
Dutch recruit named Johan joins an elite army squad  
led by a man known as ‘The Turk’. As the fight against  
freedom fighters becomes increasingly brutal under  
the helm of the infamous captain, the recruit is forced  
to reconsider his beliefs to the point of complete 
disillusionment.

upcoming film
THE EAST

film for nomination
THE EAST 

year
2021

status
in production

director 
Jim Taihuttu
 

screenplay
Jim Taihuttu
 

producer
Sander Verdonk
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Martijn Lakemeier  
The Netherlands 
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Born in North Macedonia, Sara Klimoska trained at the 
Faculty of Dramatic Arts in Skopje and has successfully 
straddled the worlds of theatre and film on a national 
and international level. Her most recent role is in the 
film, You Won’t Be Alone, directed by Goran Stolevski, 
produced by Causeway Films, co-produced and to be 
distributed by Focus Features in 2021. In the film, she 
plays the leading role alongside Anamaria Marinca, 
Noomi Repace, Felix Maritaud, Alice Englert and Carloto 
Cotta. Prior to that, and working with the same director, 
Sara played the lead in Would You Look At Her which 
won the Jury Prize for Best International Short at the 

North 
Macedonia
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Sara
Klimoska 

nominated by
North Macedonia 
Film Agency

contact
Das Imperium Talent 
Agency (D.I.T.A.) Berlin/
Georg Georgi
+49 151 6195 7519
georg@dasimperium.com
www.castupload.com

age
26 years

jury’s comment
”With eyes that 
really do serve as 
a window to her 
soul, Sara Klimoska’s 
performance is at once 
charming and playful, 
fierce and devastating. 
A revelation in the 
truest sense of 
the word, with an 
emotional depth that 
belies her years, she 
draws us into her 
outcast’s life with a 
charm and ease that 
clearly demonstrates 
her star potential.

   watch showreel

https://www.castupload.com/agents/das-imperium-talent-agency-berlin-d-i-t-a
https://vimeo.com/497968778
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Sundance Film Festival in 2018. In 2019, she was cast in 
the lead role in Willow by Academy Award nominated 
director, Milcho Manchevski. Among other honors, 
Willow was in Feature Film Selection at the European 
Film Awards. Willow will be distributed in the US via 
Kino Lorber. Sara’s recent roles include a supporting 
role in the German feature film Nico directed by Eline 
Gehring, and the leading roles in two upcoming 
productions: Sabatier Effect by Eleonora Veninova and 
the feature debut by director Igor Aleksov, Lena And 
Vladimir. Both films are scheduled for a 2021 release.  
In 2020, Sara was honored with the Best Film Actress 
Award in North Macedonia, handed out by the 
Macedonian Society  of Filmmakers – an award near 
and dear to her heart.
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Sara Klimoska  
North Macedonia 

selected films
LENA AND VLADIMIR 
(ЛЕНА И ВЛАДИМИР) 
by Igor Aleksov
Republic of North 
Macedonia 2021

WILLOW 
(ВРБА) 
by Milcho Manchevski
Republic of North 
Macedonia 2019

WOULD YOU  
LOOK AT HER  
(ВИДИ ЈА ТИ НЕА) 
by Goran Stolevski 
Republic of North 
Macedonia 2017       

LENA AND VLADIMIR 

request film link

mailto:elsheshai%40efp-online.com?subject=request%20film%20link%20LENA%20and%20VLADIMIR
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Lena And Vladimir is the story of two outcasts who are 
desperate to escape from themselves and their worlds. 
Lena, a girl of sixteen, has never known love in her life,  
and Vladimir, a middle-aged man, has lost all the love he 
has ever had. Experiencing spring in January, both  
are reborn and find themselves falling in love with life 
all over again. 

upcoming film
LENA AND VLADIMIR

film for nomination
LENA AND VLADIMIR 

year
2021

status
ready to be released

director 
Igor Aleksov
 

screenplay
Aleksandar Rusjakov
 

producer
Ilija Ciriviri 
Dejan Iliev
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Sara Klimoska  
North Macedonia 
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Alba Baptista, born in Lisbon, Portual, is a Portuguese-
Brazilian actress. She began her career at the tender 
age of 16, as the main character in Simão Cayatte’s 
short film Miami. For her performance in the film, she 
received the ‘Best Actress Award‘ at the Festival 
Ibérico de Ciné. She followed this up with roles in three 
Portuguese TV series as well as with a noteable cinema 
career. She has been cast  in films such as Caminhos 
Magnétykos by Edgar Pêra; Equinócio by Ivo Ferreira; 
Marco Pontecorvo’s Fatima opposite Harvey Keitel, 
Sônia Braga and Joanna Ribeiro; and in Gonçalo 
Waddington’s feature directorial debut, Patrick, which 

Portugal
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Alba
Baptista 

nominated by
Instituto do Cinema 
e do Audiovisual I.P./ 
ICA (Portugal)

contact
Elite Lisbon
+351 213 890 060
elitelisbon@elitelisbon.com
www.elitelisbon.com

age
23 years

jury’s comment
”Alba Baptista’s 
substantial talents 
are on view with the 
intense and surprising 
grittiness she brings 
to her character. 
Her performance is 
powerful and raw at  
its core, yet it is her 
self-effacing humor 
that draws us in  
so unexpectedly and 
strongly. The fact  
that she is able to  
add her own unique  
spin to an archetypal  
pop-culture character 
underlines her  
star potential – the  
size of which is 
clearly enormous.” 

   watch showreel

www.elitelisbon.com
https://vimeo.com/402185460
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premiered In Competition at the San Sebastián Film 
Festival. In 2020, Alba was cast as the lead in the Netflix 
series, Warrior Nun, her first fully English speaking role. 
Her performance has garnered international acclaim, 
and the series has recently been renewed for a second 
season. On the feature film front, Alba is currently 
filming a leading role opposite Isabelle Huppert and 
Lesley Manville in the adapation of the much-loved 
novel by Paul Gallico, Mrs. Harris Goes To Paris 
directed Anthony Fabian. To round out her exciting 
year, Alba made the first of IMDb’s ‘Top 10 Breakout  
Stars of 2020’.
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Alba Baptista  
Portugal 

selected films
THE CHILD 
(A Criança – L’Enfant)
by Marguerite de Hillerin, 
Félix Dutilloy-Liegeois
France, Portugal 2021

WARRIOR NUN 
(Warrior Nun) 
by Simon Barry
USA, Spain 2020

PATRICK
(Patrick) 
by Gonçalo Waddington
Portugal, Germany 2019

PATRICK

request film link

the series are  
available on Netflix 

WARRIOR NUN

mailto:elsheshai%40efp-online.com?subject=request%20film%20link%20patrick
https://www.netflix.com/de/title/80242724
https://www.netflix.com/de/title/80242724
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Warrior Nun, based on a 1990s comic book by Ben  
Dunn, tells the story of a young woman, Ava, who is 
abused and quadriplegic, and who dies tragically in an 
orphanage. Waking up in a morgue is not the only  
surprise awaiting Ava as she discovers that she now 
possesses superpowers as the chosen Halo Bearer for 
a secret sect of demon-hunting nuns. An unexpectedly 
fun and hard-charging fantasy adventure, set in Spain.

current series
WARRIOR NUN

film for nomination
WARRIOR NUN 

year
2020

status
completed

director 
Simon Barry
 

screenplay
Simon Barry
 

producer
Reality Distortion 
Field Inc. [ca]
Fresco Film Services 
Netflix [us] 
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Alba Baptista  
Portugal 
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Gustav Lindh, born in Västerås, Sweden, is one of the 
brightest stars of the Nordic feature film and TV world. 
Despite his young age, Gustav has an impressive 
resume and has managed to work with some of the 
most renowned creators in Scandinavia. During his 
training at the Dramatic School of Arts in Lund, Gustav 
took part in internationally acclaimed productions 
such as The Circle (Levan Akin, 2015), the TV series 
Jordskott and Springfloden and the miniseries,  
De Dagar Som Blommorna Blommar. In 2019,  
he drew attention for his raw and heart-breaking 
portrayal of the troubled teenager in Queen Of 

Sweden
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Gustav 
Lindh 

nominated by
Swedish Film Institute

contact
Agentfirman
+46 8 5450 2391
aleksandra@
agentfirman.com
www.agentfirman.com

age
25 years

 
jury’s comment
”Gustav Lindh creates 
a strong and complex 
character with a 
raw vigor that locks 
your eyes onto the 
screen whenever 
he is present. In a 
unique and fearless 
performance that 
is both humble and 
layered, Lindh never 
backs away from a 
moment, embodying 
his character and his 
sense of isolation one 
hundred percent. 
We see a very bright 
future ahead for this 
powerhouse.”

   request showreel

www.agentfirman.com
mailto:elsheshai%40efp-online.com?subject=request%20showreel%20Gustav%20Lindh
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Hearts. The film, directed by May el-Toukhy, premiered 
at the Sundance Film Festival in 2019 and took the 
cinematic world by storm. For this role, Lindh was 
awarded ‘Winner of the Young Competition’ at  
the Hong Kong International Film Festival and the 
prestigious ‘Bodil Award’, the Danish Golden  
Globe. Being one of the most prolific actors of  
his generation, Gustav can currently be seen in  
two seasons of the Viaplay TV series Love Me and  
in the feature films Orca, directed by Josephine 
Bornebusch and Riders Of Justice, directed by 
Anders Thomas Jensen. He has just wrapped 
shooting Robert Eggers’ The Northmen, starring 
opposite Nicole Kidman and Alexander Skarsgård. 
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Gustav Lindh  
Sweden 

selected films
LOVE ME 
(Älska Mig s 1 & 2)
by Josephine Bornebusch 
Sweden 2020

ORCA 
(Orca) 
by Josephine Bornebusch
Sweden 2020

QUEEN OF HEARTS 
(Dronningen)
by May el-Toukhy 
Denmark, Sweden 2019

ORCA

request film link

mailto:elsheshai%40efp-online.com?subject=request%20film%20link%20ORCA
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Both timely and sensitive, Orca depicts various people in 
different phases of life and their situations during the 
Covid-19 pandemic. It captures their frustration and  
problems coping with the lack of real human interaction. 
A thoughtful, relevant film for the times.

recent film
ORCA

film for nomination
ORCA 

year
2020

status
completed

director 
Josephine Bornebusch
 

screenplay
Josephine Bornebusch 
Gunnar Järvstad
 

producer
Sofie Palage
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Gustav Lindh  
Sweden 
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